11 MILLION
REASONS
TOUR PACK

CONTEXT
11 Million Reasons to Dance is a photography exhibition that was conceptualised by People
Dancing in 2014 to positively profile Deaf, sight impaired and disabled people who dance. The project
developed from our core vision to ‘desegregate’ Deaf, sight impaired and disabled people from
anyone else that dances, and to help facilitate a change in perceptions that can surround some Deaf
and disabled people who dance.
With funding from Unlimited Impact, People Dancing commissioned emerging photographer, Sean
Goldthorpe to create the 20 high quality images inspired by iconic dance moments in film. In the
images, Deaf, sight impaired and disabled people are centre stage, re-imagining iconic roles from
well-known and loved films from a diversity of genres.
The stunning, powerful, emotive, and humorous images are diverse with many bringing a subtle but
relevant message. The complete portfolio supported by a film programme of six short films is
now touring the UK and abroad. The project aims to be a resource and inspiration to a number of
people, especially Deaf, sight impaired and disabled people.
The work exists to support existing performance, be present at symposiums, galleries and festivals,
and aims to engage a worldwide audience way beyond the dance sector.

FUNDERS
11 Million Reasons to Dance is a People Dancing commission, with support from Unlimited Impact,
and private contributors through our Sponsume campaign launched in 2014.
People Dancing gratefully acknowledges the support of everyone who gave generously to our crowd
funding campaign to support the development of this exhibition.

PEOPLE INVOLVED
Photographer Sean Goldthorpe is a Leicester-based emerging photographer. He graduated from
De Montfort University and has worked on a number of commissions including work for Curve
Theatre, Leicester.
Through Unlimited Impact funding, we also engaged established professional photographer Drew
Gardiner for a select period to mentor Sean to develop his skills in photography. For more information
on Sean’s work please visit sean-goldthorpe.squarespace.com

The participants involved in 11 Million Reasons to Dance are predominately Deaf, sight impaired and
disabled people for whom dance is a large part of their life, professionally, or vocationally. We worked
with people of all ages, from local schools and youth groups, adults who dance in their local
communities, through to some of the leading disabled professional dancers and choreographers in
the UK, including Welly O'Brien, Kate Marsh, Kimberley Harvey and Laura Dajao.

The diversity of the people involved captured the spirit of 11 Million Reasons to Dance, and supports
our aims in helping to change perceptions that can surround Deaf and disabled people who dance.
Each one of the participants helped 11 Million Reasons achieve outstanding results.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
The exhibition is available in the following formats:
Format 1
FOAM BOARD
This version is recommended for most venues
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

20 A1 foam board images (A1 size at width – various height size
Mirror plated for ease of hanging – mirror plates come unattached. They can be attached by
pushing into the back of the image.
Packaged in bubble wrap and cardboard, comes with a condition report document
20 small context cards to accompany each image on the wall (these can be attached to walls
with blue tac)
One People Dancing pull up banner 6ft x 3ft
Optional short film programme - six films all under 10 minutes in length (see films)
Courier costs to mainland UK £60 plus VAT
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Format 2
ALLUMINUM
This version is recommended for smaller spaces and galleries
•
•

20 Aluminium plated images all of various sizes (please ask for specification document)
One pull up banner 6ft x 3ft

•
•
•
•

Optional short film programme - six films all under 10 minutes in length (see films)
Images are hung using wires that can either be threading through holes or on hooks looped
through,
Packaged in bubble wrap and cardboard boxes
Courier costs to UK destinations are £90 plus VAT
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Format 3
DIGITAL VERSION
•
•
•
•

Digital version of the exhibition which can be played on screen or walls within a building,
perfect for venues struggling for space or having an auditorium based event.
Includes all the digital images on a powerpoint presentation, with context slides after each
image and credits at the end of the slide.
Optional short film programme - six films all under 10 minutes in length
File sent via Wetransfer or downloadable so no courier costs applied.

IMAGES
The 20 images are inspired by iconic moments in film, here are the full collection

LAYOUT
There is no preferred layout of the images from People Dancing, instead we invite hirers to decide
what works best for them. Should hirers prefer there is a layout document available upon request.

FEES
The hire charge for 11 Million Reasons to Dance is structured as follows:
United Kingdom
Charities and disability organisations:
Commercial and business:

£350 plus VAT and courier costs
£750 plus VAT and courier costs

This fee enables venues to host the exhibition for a period of 1-28 days unless otherwise agreed with
People Dancing. For an extended hire up to 3 months, please contact louise@peopledancing.org.uk
Courier costs are one way and cover transportation to your venue ONLY. Venues will be
responsible for organising and courier costs back to People Dancing offices in Leicester.
Currently the exhibition is delivered by courier in 3 parcels. Return courier is organized by the hirer
and must be returned by courier on the agreed contract dates. The digital version is downloadable,
along with the six films where a link will be sent to hirers.
International courier information including postage and packaging will differ so please ask for an
individual quote if enquiring about overseas hire.
MARKETING
The full collection of images are not permitted to be shown or displayed in media and online unless
otherwise agreed. A small selection of the images are used for press and marketing. Press releases
and marketing support material is available for 11 Million Reasons to Dance upon request.
For more information and support with regarding press and marketing support for 11 Million Reasons
to Dance please contact Jeremy Waterfield, Marketing and Communications Manager at People
Dancing at jeremy@communitydance.org.uk More information is available on this in the user
agreement upon booking.
Tour dates for all venues will be added to the People Dancing website once booking is confirmed and
individual marketing needs discussed.

BOOKING
If you would like to book 11 Million Reasons to Dance: the exhibition, please contact
Louise Wildish - Producer at People Dancing on louise@communitydance.org.uk
stating:
• Information about your organisation
• Dates the exhibition is required
• Preferred format
• If film programme is required
A contract of agreement will then be sent out along with an invoice. Please be aware that payment
should be made prior to the work being sent to hirers.

